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އރދ މބއލ މނގ ޚދމތހދމގ އސލތކއ ޝރތތއ
މއގނޑ
ވލޓ އކއނޓ ހލޑރއއގ ގތގއ ރޖސޓރވމނ ،މ އސލތކއ ޝރތތއ ވގނދނ ތޔފރތއ
)ނވތ "ކސޓމރ"ކމށ ބޔނ ކށފއވ( އރދ މލޑވސ)ނވތ "އރދ" ނވތ "އޅގނޑމނ"
ކމށބޔނ ކށފއވ( އއ ދމދ ވފއވ އއބސވނ )މގ ފހނ "އއބސވނ" ކމށ ބޔނކށފއވ(
ކމށވ.
މ އއބސވމއކ އރދގ ޢއމ އސލތކއ ޝރތތކގ ބއއގ ގތގއ އރދގ ޙދމތގ ޢއމ
އސލތކއ ޝރތއ ހމނގނވއވ .އދ އ އސލތކއ ޝރތތއ އޅގނޑމނގ ވބސއޓ .www
 ooredoo.mv/about/termsގއ ޝއޢކރވފއވނވ .ތޔފރތނ އރދ މބއލ މނގ
ޚދމތބނނ ކރއވމގއއރދގ ޢއމ އސލތކއ ޝރތތކށ ޢމލކރއވނ
ވނއވ .މ އއބސވނ ރނގޅށ ވދޅވލއވނމށ އދވޑއގނނމވ.
އއބސވމގއވ ބއއ ލފޒތކއ ޢބރތތކގ މނ
ރޑކޓތކއ ޚދމތތއ ބނނކރމށ ސމކޑގއ ބކ ހރ
"އއރޓއމ" ގ މނއކ އރދގ އހނ ޕ 
ފއސގ އދދ ނވތ މނވރވ.
"އވއލބލ ބލނސ" ގ މނއކ ކނމ ވގތއގއވސ ތޔފރތގ ވލޓ އކއނޓގއ ހރ އ-
އދދވ.
ފއސގ
"ކލ ސނޓރ" ގ މނއކ  929ނވތ  9609613929+މދވރކއވއފނގ ޒރއޔއނ ގޅއވނ
އރދގ ކލ ސނޓރވ .ކލ ސނޓރ ހނނނ  24ގޑއރ ،ހފތގ  7ދވހ އދ އހރގ 365
ދވހ ހޅވފއވ.
"ވޔފރގ މނގނޑނ ޤބލކރވ މނވރ" ގ މނއކ މ އއބސވމގ ބއވރނގ އލތޒމތއ
އދކރމގއނވތ މސއކތތއ ކރމގއރނގޅ ނޔތގއ،ވޔފރގ ގތނ ޤބލކރވ ރނގޅ މނގޑކށ
އދ ދމހއޓނވ ގތއގއ ވޔފރގ މނގނޑނ ޤބލކރވ މނވރކށ އދކރމވ.
"އ-މނ" ނވތ އ-ފއސ ގ މނއކ ވލޓ މނޖމނޓ ސސޓމގއ ،އލކޓރނކކށ ރކޑކރވ
ފއސގއއގ ބވތއގ،އ އދދ އއވރގ ،ފއސގ އދދކވ .އދ އ އދދކ ،ނގދ ފއސއނވސ
އދދކ އއމނވރއގ އދދކވ.
"އކއޕމނޓ" ނވތ އލތތކގ މނއކ އ.އމ.އމގ މއމލތތކށ ބނނ ކރވތޔ ފރތގ މބއލ
ފނއ ސމ ކޑވ.
"ފސ މޝރ"ގ މނއކ އޚތޔރނ ބރގއ ދމވ ކނތއތކވ .އގތރގއ ތނވނ ފރތއގ
އހމލ ،ޤދރތ ކރޘތއ ،ސއޙ ހލތކނ ދމވ ފސހއނ ޖހ ބއޔއގ ސބބނ ސއހ ކއލ
ނރއކލގ ޙލތ ،ހނގރމ ،މޒހރ ،ޓރރޒމގ ޢމލތއ ،ސރކރ ވއޓލނ ،ކރނޓ ކނޑނ،
މސއކތތރނ ހޅތލކރނ ،އކއޕމނޓ ހލކވނ ،ނޓވރކ މއސލއއ ދމވނ ،ސރކރނ
ނވތ ޤނނ ފރތކނ ފޔވޅ އޅނ ނވތ އފދ ފރތއގ ނނމނ ،މފދފދ ކނތއތއ ހމނއވ.
ރޑކޓކވ.
"އރދ ޕރޕއޑ" ގ މނއކ އރދއނ ކސޓމރނނށ ފރ ކށދ ޕރޕއޑ ޕ 
"އމ.ޕނ" ގ މނއކ މ ޚދމތ ހދމށ ލގ އނވމށ ބނނކރވ ހ ނނބރގ މއޗށ
އކލވގނވ،ކކކނ ދހވ ނވތ އއޑނޓފކޝނ ނނބރވ.
"ނޓވރކ" ގ މނއކ އޅގނޑމނ ދވހރއޖގއ ބނނކރ މބއލ ޓލކމއނކޝނސ ނޓވރކވ.
"ޕރމޓޑ ޑސޓނޝނ" ގ މނއކ މ ޚދމތ ބނނކށގނ ފއސ ފނވ ޤއމކވ .މގތއ ފއސ
ފނވ ޤއމތކގ ލސޓ އޅގނޑމނގ ވބސއޓwww.Ooredoo.mvގއ ޝއޢކރވފއވނއވ.
އދ އރދ އއޓލޓތކނ އ މޢލމތ ލބވޑއގނނވނއވ.
"ދވހރއޖ" މނއކ ދވހރއޖގ ޖމހރއޔއވ.
"އމ.އމ.އ" އކ މލޑވސ މނޓރ އތރޓއވ.
"ދވހ ރފޔ" "ރ" އކ ދވހރއޖގއ ޤނނ ގތނ ބނނކރ ފއސ ނވތ ފއސގ ބވތއވ.
"އ.އމ.އމ" ނވތ "ޙދމތ" ގ މނއކ އޅގނޑމނ ފރ ކށދ ޚދމތގ ދށނ ،މއއބސވމގއ
ބޔނ ކރވފއވ ގތށ ،ތޔފރތށ ކރއވނ މޢމލތތއ ހމނއވ.
"އމ.އއ.ބ" އކ މލޑވސ އސލމކ ބނކވ.
"އރދ އޖނޓ" ގ މނއކ ވޔފރ އއޓލޓއ ،ފހރއއ ،ހއދ ދފއވ ފރތއ ނވތ ވބސއޓގއ
ޝއޢކރވފއވ ،މ ޚދމތ ލބގތމށ ރޖސޓރ ކރވތނކވ.
"އރދ މރޝނޓސ" ގ މނއކ މދލއ ޚދމތގ އގށ އ-ފއސ ބލއގތމށ ވބސއޓގއ
ޝއޢކރވފއވ ކނމތނކވ.
"އރދ އއޓލޓ" ގ މނއކ ވޔފރ އއޓލޓއ ،ފހރއއ ނވތ ވލޓ އކއނޓށ އ-ފއސ
އޅއދނނމއ ދވހ ރފޔއނ ނގއދނމގ ޚދމތ ފރ ކށދނމށ ވބސއޓގއ ޝއޢކރވފއވ
ތނކވ.
"ސމ ކޑ" ގ މނއކ ވލޓ އކއނޓގ ވރފރތއ މ ޚދމތއ އރދގ އހނ ޚދމތތއ
ލބގތމށ އހވދ ރއކތރ ސބސކރއބރ އއޑނޓޓ މޑއލ ކޑވ.
"އސ.އމ.އސ" ނވތ ކރ މސޖކ ފނށ ފނވލވ ޝޓ މސޖ ސރވސ ނވތ ޓކސޓ
މސޖކވ.
"ޓރނޒކޝނސ"ގ މނ މ އއބސވމގ  5ވނ މއދގއ ބޔނ ކރވފއވނއވ.
"ޓރނޒކޝނ ލމޓސ" ގ މނއކ މ ޚދމތ ބނނކށގނ ދވލކ ނވތ މހކ ކރވ
މޢމލތތކށވ ދވހ ރފޔގ މނގނޑވ .މޢދދ އރދގ ވބސއޓ  www.ooredoo.mvނވތ
އރދގ ވޔފރ އއޓލޓތކނ ފނނނ ހނނނއވ.
"ޓރނސފރ އނސޓރކޝނސ" ގ މނއކ މޔފރތގއކއޕމނޓ ބނނ ކށގނ މ ޚދމތގ އހގއ
އރޝދތކވ.
މޢމލތ ކރމށ ދވ
" ވލޓ އކއނޓ" ގ މނއކ އރދއނ ބލހއޓ ،ކސޓމރގ އތގއ ހރ އ-ފއސގ ޢދދ ރކޑ
ކރވ އކއނޓވ.
"ވލޓ އކއނޓ ހލޑރ" ގ މނއކ މބއލ ފއސ ބހއޓ ވލޓ އކއނޓގ ވރފރތވ.
"ވލޓ އކއނޓ ހލޑރ އނ ފމޝނ" ގ މނއކ ސސޓމށ ބނނވ ،މބއލ ފއސ ބހއޓ ވލޓ
ގޅނ ހރ ހރހ މއލމތވ.
އކއނޓގ ވރފރތ
" ވލޓ މނޖމނ ސސޓމ" ނވތ "ސސޓމ" ގ މނއކ އ.އމ.އމގ ޚދމތ ފރކށދނމށ
އރދއނ ބނނކރ އކސސޓމއވ .ވލޓ އކއނޓގއ ފއސ ހރ މނވރއ ،މޢމލތތއ ރކޑ
ކރވފއވނ މ ސސޓމގއވ.
ޚދމތ ދނ ފށ ތރޚ
ރޖސޓރޝނ އޕރވ ކރ ތރޚނ ފށގނ މއއބސވމގއ ބޔނކށފއވ ގތގމތނ އއބސވނ
ނމމކށ ނނނހހނދކ މޚދމތ ލބވޑގނނވނއވ.
ޚދމތ ހދ ފރތގ ޢމރ
މ ޚދމތށ ސބސކރއބކރމނ ތޔ ފރތކ އމރނ  18އހރ ފރފއވ ފރތއކމށ ތޔ
ފރތނ އޤރރވކމށ ބލވނއވ.
މ ޚދމތ
މޚދމތ މދވރކށ ތޔފރތގ އކއޕމނޓ ނވތ އލތތއ ބނނ ކށގނ އނނނވ މޢމލތތއ
ކރއވވދނއވ:
އހނ ފރތއގ އ.އމ.އމ އކއނޓށ އ-ފއސ ފނވއ ،އ.އމ.އމގ ޚދމތ ބނނ ނކރއވ
ފރތއނމ ހއދ ދވފއވ ފރތއ މދވރ ކށ އ-ފއސ ފނވނއވ.
ރއޖގއ ހނނ ބނކ އކއނޓކށ އ-ފއސ ފނވނ
ހއދ ދވފއވ ޤއމއގއވ ފރތކށ އ-ފއސ ފނވނ
އއރޓއމ އދ އރދގ އހނގނ ޚދމތތއ އ-ފއސ ބނނކށގނ ގތނ
އރދ އއޓލޓތކނ ނވތ ހއދދވފއވ ފރތކނ ނގދ ފއސ ނގއ ޑޕސޓ ކރނ
މދލއ ޚދމތ އރދ ވޔފރވރނ މދވރކށ ގނވނއވ
ތޔފރތގ ބނކ އކއނޓނ ސދ ވލޓ އކއނޓށ އ-ފއސ އޅނ
ތނވނ ފރތއގ ބލ ދއކނ
މސރ އފއސގ ގތގއ ވޒފ ދފރތކނ ލބގތނ
އރދ އއޓލޓއގއ ނވތ ވޔފރކރ ފރތއ މދވރ ކށ އމޕނ ޖހމނ ތޔފރތގ ޓރނސފރ
ރސސކރމގ ހއދ ތޔފރތނ އޅގނޑމނނށ ދއވކމށ ބލވނއވ.
އނސޓރކޝނސ ޕ 
އ.އމ.އމ ރގއލޓކރ މލ ޚދމތތކކ އމ.އއ.ބ މދވރ ކށ ފރ ކށދ ޚދމތތކކވ .އމ.އއ.ބ
ރގއލޓ ކރ ފރތކ އމ.އމ.އއވ.
ވލޓ އއނޓ ގނގޅއވ ހރހ ފރތތކއގ މނފއށޓކއ ހރހ ވލޓ އކއނޓތކގ ބލނސ އމ.
އއ.ބއނ ބހއޓނ ދވހރއޖގއވ ޚއސ ޕލ އކއނޓއގއވ.
ތޔފރތގ އ-ފއސއއ އއރޓއމކ ތފތ ދއއޗކވ .މޢމލތއ ކރމށ އ-ފއސގ ގތގއ
އއރޓއމ ބނނފޅއ ނކރއވނއވ.
ރއޖއނ ބރށ ދތރފތރކރއވކމގއވޔސ ތޔފރތށ މޚދމތ ބނނކރއވނއވ .އފދ ހލތއގއ
މ މއދގއ ބޔނކށފއވ ޙދމތކށ ރމނއނ ޗޖ ކރވނއވ.
ރޖސޓރ ކރމއ ވލޓ އކއނޓ ބނނ ކރނ
މޚދމތ ހއދވމށ އރދގއ ކނމވސވޔފރއޖނޓއ މދވރކރއވއމ ޙދމތށރޖސޓރވލއވނ
ޖހވޑއގނނވނއވ .މ ޙދމތށ ރޖސޓރވލއވމށ ޚދމތށ އދ ފމއއކ
ވރކ
ދވއސއނމ ،ދވހ ރއޔތއކނ އނގއދ ކޑ ނވތ ޕސޕޓ އދ ބދސއއނމ
ޕރމޓ ހށހޅއވނވނއވ .އހނނމސ ،ކނމ ސބބކ ހރ ޚދމތށ އދ ފމ ބލއނގތމށ
އޅގނޑމނނށ ނނމދނއވ .ބޔނކރވފއވ ހޢސ އސލތކކއ ޤވޢދތކއގ މތނ،އޓ
ރޖސޓރޝނ ނވތ ސލފ-ރޖސޓރޝނށ ހއދ ކރވދނއވ.
ރޖސޓރވމއކ ތޔފރތގ އމޕނގ ގތގއ ހ ނނބރގ ޢދދއ ޖއސވނޖހވޑއގނނވނއ
ވ .ތޔފތގ އމޕނ ރއކތރކރއވމށ ނގނޖހ ހރހ ފޔވޅތކއ ނނގވނވނއވ .އދ ފނ
ނނބރ ނވތ އފނދވހގ ތރޚ އމޕނގ ގތގއ ބނނ ނކރއވމށ އލތމސކރމވ .އދ އމޕނ
އވސ އވހށ ބދލކރއވށވ .އމޕނ ސއރކށ ރއކތރކމއއކ ގނގޅއވމކ ތޔފރތގ
ޒނމއކވ .އމޕނ އއވސ ތނއގއ ނލޔ ހނދމފޅ ބހއޓވމށ އޅގނޑމނ އލތމސކރމވ.
ތޔފރތގ ހއދޔއކ ނވތ ހއދ ނތ ނމވސ ތނވނ ފރތކނ ތޔފރތގ އމޕނގ އހގއ
މޚދމތ ބނނކށފނމ އޅގނޑމނ ބލނ ކރވނ މޢމލތކ ޞއޙ މޢމލތއ ކމށވ.
ތނފރހށވރ ގނއނ އމޕނ ނބއ ކށ ޖއސވއފ ކމށވނމ ވލޓ އކއނޓގ ޚދމތ ވގތގތނ
މދކނޑނއވ .އކއނޓގ ޙދމތ އލނ އކޓވޓ ކރއވމށ ކލ ސނޓރށ ގޅއވށވ.
ޚދމތށ އދ ފމ ބލއގނ ރޖސޓރ ކށ ނމމނ ތޔފރތގ ވލޓ އކއނ އނނނވ ގތށ ބނނ
ކރއވދނއވ:
އރދ އއޓލޓތކނ އ-ފއސ ބލއގތނ
ވޒފ ދފރތނ ނވތ އހނ ފރތކނވސ ތޔފރތގ ވލޓ އކއނޓށ އ-ފއސ ޖމ ކރނ
ތޔފރތގ ބނކ އކއނޓނ ތޔފރތގ ވލޓ އކއނޓށ އ-ފއސ ފނވނ
ވލޓ އކއނޓގއ ބކ ހރ ފއސ ނވތ އވއލބލ ބލނސ ބނނ ކށގނ އހނ މޢމލތތއ
ކރނ
މޢމލތއ ކރމށ ބނނވވރށ ވލޓ އކއނޓގއ އ-ފއސ ނތނމ އމޢމލތއ ކރއށ
ނގނދވނއވ .އފދ ހލތއގއ އސ .އމ.އސއއގ ޒރއޔއނ އކނ ތޔފރތއ އނގނއވ.
ކނޑއޅގއވ ޢދދށވރ މތނ މޢމލތއ ކރއށ ނގނދވނއވ.
ކނމ މޢމލތއގ އރޝދތއ ލބމނ އއޑނޓޓ އދ ސކއރޓ ޗކ ކރވ އގ ނތޖއއ މދ
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ހނހމ ނޖހނމ އމޢމލތ ބލއނގނވނއވ.
ރ ޢދދގ މޢލމ ތ އސ.އމ.އސގ
ފރހމވ ކނމ މޢމލތއގ މޢލމތއ ވލޓ އކއނޓގއ ބކ ހ 
ޒރއޔއނ ،ޚއސ ނނބރކއކ ތޔފރތއ ފނވނއވ .މނނބރކ ވލޓ އކއނ ޓނ ކރ ހރހ
މޢމލތއ ދނގތމށ ބނނކރ ނނބރވ.
އލތޒމ
މ އއބސވމ ގޅގނ ތޔ ފރތގ އލތޒތއ ތރގއ ބޔނ ކށފއ އވނއވ:
މ ޚދމތއ ރޖސޓރ ކރމށ ތޔ ފރތނ ހށހޅއވފއވ މޢލމތކ ދތ އދ ޞއޙ މޢލމތކނ.
ރޖސޓރ ކރމއ ގޅނހރ އތރ މޢލމތކށ އދއޖ ކނމ ހނދއގއ އ މޢލމތއ ތޔ ފރތނ
ފރކށދއވނވނއވ .އދ އފދއނ ތޔ ފރތނ އމލ ނކރއވއފނމ ،ނވތ އފދއނ
ޢމލކރއވމށ ތޔ ފރތށ ނކޅދވއޖ ހލތއގއ އ ޙދމތ ވގތ ގތނ ހއޓލނ ނވތ މ
އއބސވނ ބޠލކރމގ އޙތޔރ އޅގނޑމނނށ ލބގނވއވ.
ޚދމތ ލބގތމށޓކއ އޅގނޑމނނށ ހށހޅ މޢލމތތއ ތޔ ފރތގ އތރ ހއދއކނލއ،
ޑޑބސއއގއ ރއކކރމއ އ މޢލމތތއ ބނނކރމއ ،ދރސކރމއ ،ބދލކރމއ ،އހނފރތކށ
ޔ ފރތނ އބސވވޑއގނނވއވ.
ހއސކރނފދ ކނކނކރމށއޅގނޑމނނތ
އދ އރދއއ ޕޓނރއ ގޅނހރ މކޓނ އދ އޝތހރގ ކނތއތކގއ ބއވރވމށ
ތޔފރތނ އއބސވވޑއގނނވއވ .މއ ބނނ ކނމ ވގތއގއ ދ ކށލވނ ފޗރއކވ .މކމބހ
އތރ މޢލމތ ވވސއޓ www.ooredoo.mvގއ ޝއޢކރވފއވނއވ.
ތޔ ފރތނ މއއބސވމ އއ ގތށ ޢމލ ކރއވނވނއވ.
ތޔ ފރތނ މއއބސވމށ ޢމލ ކރއވމގއ ތޔ ފރތގ މއޗށ ހނގ އނމހއ ޤނނނށއ،
ޤވޢދށއ ،ޤނނ ބރ ލބގނ ހނގ އމރތކށއ ،ޤނނ ބރ ލބގނ ޢމލ ކރވމނ އނނ
އސލތކށއ ،އޅގނޑމނގ ވބސއޓ ނވތ މޑޔ މދވރ ކށ ޝއޢކރވ ނވތ ޢއމކށފއވ
މޚދމތއ ގޅނހރ އމރތކއ މނގނޑތކށ ތބވމށ އއބސވއވ.
މކރއ ހލތގ އއވސ އމލކނ މ ޙދމތ ތޔ ފރތނ ލބގނގނނވނއވ .އދ އފދއނ
އޅވލއގނ މ ޚދމތ ހދމށ ރޖސޓރ ނކރއވއ ނވތ އހނ ކސޓމރއގ ނމގއ ޚދމތ
ހއދވމނދނމ،އމއލ ފރދއ ނވތ ޤނނ ގތނ އފދފއވ ކނފނޏއ ނވތ އފދ އހނ ފރތއ
ކމގއ ވޔސ ،އފދ ޢމލއގ ސބބނ ކރމތވދނ ކނތއތކކށ ތޔފރތނ
ޒނމވނއވ .މޚދމތ ނހމ ގތގއ ބނނކރއވއފނމ ޚދމތ ދނނ ވގތނ ހއޓމކށ ގނސ
ހށހޅނއވ.
ކމބހ ފރތތކށ އމއސލ
ޤނނއ ޚލފ އއވސ ކމކށ މޚދމތ ބނނކރއވއގނ ނވނއވ.
ކރވ މޢމލތ ނވތ ޓރނސކޝނކށ ކނޑއޅފއވ މނގނޑ ނވތ ޓރނޒކޝނ ލމޓ އއގތށ
ޢމލ ކރއވނ ވނއވ.
އމޕނއއ ގޅނހރ ނވތ އމ.ޕނ ބނނފޅކރއވއގނ ކރއވ ހރހ ޓރނޒކޝނތކގ ރކޑތކކ
ތޔފރތނ މޚދމތށ ރޖސޓރކރއވ ކމގ ހއކއގ ގތގއ ބނނ ކރވނ މޢލމތވ.
ތޔފރތނ ކރއވ ހރހ މޢމލތތކށ ނވތ ޓރނޒކޝނ ތކކށ ތޔފރތނ ޒނމވނއވ .ކލ
ސނޓރ މދވރކށ ވލޓ އކއނޓގ އނލއނ ނވތ ލޔމނ ސޓޓމނޓކށ އދވޑއގނވނމ
އރދއނ އސޓމނޓ ފރ ކށދއވނއވ.
މޚދމތ ބނނކރއވއރ އމ.އމ.އ ނވތ ކމބހ އހނ ފރތކނ ބޔނ ކށފއވ އސލތކއ
ޝރތތއ އދ ޤވޢދތކ އއ ގތށ ޢމލ ކރއވނ ވނއވ.
މޚދމތ ތނވނ ފރތކށ ޓރނސފރ ނވތ ބދލ ނކރއވނއވ .އދ ތނވނ ފރތކށ
ބދލކރއވއފ ހނދއގއ ކރމތވ ގއލމކށ އޅގނޑމނ ޒނމ ނވނއވ.
އއވސ ތނވނ ފރތކށ ސކއރޓއއގ ގތގއ ދނމށ ބނނ ކރއވ އއޗކށ ވލޓ އކއނޓ
ވގނ ނވނއވ .އފދ ގތކށ މޚދމޓ ބނނކރއވއފނމ ކރމތވ ގއލމކށ
އޅގނޑމނ ޒނމނވނއވ.
ހރހ މޢމލތއ ނވތ ޓރނޒކޝނތކއގ ޞއޙކނ ބލމކ ތޔފރތގ ޒނމއކވ .އގ ތރގއ
ފއސގ ޢދދއ ރއދވ ފރތގ މޢލމތވސ ހމނގތށވ .ތޔފރތގ އހމލނ ކރއވ ޞއޙނނ
މޢމލތއނމވސ ،ބދލ ކރމއ
މޢލމތއ ނވތ އފދ މޢލމތއގ މއޗށ ބނވފއވ
އރދގ މއޗށ ލޒމވގނއ ނވއވ.
ތޔފރތގ ފނށ ނވތ އކއޕމނޓށ ފރހމނނ ،ޞއޙނނ ނވތ ތޔފރތއ ރއދނވ ޑޓ
ނވތ މޢލމތއ ލބއޖނމ އކނ އރދއށ ވގތނ އނގވއ އޑޓ ނވތ މޢލމތ ތޔ ފރތގ
އކއޕމނޓ ނވތ އލތތކނ ވގތނ ފހލއވނވނއވ.
ވލޓ އކއނޓ ބނނކރއވނވނ ހމއކނ އމއލފޅ ބނމށވ .ސދ އދ ނސދގތގއ ނމވސ
ވޔފރއއގ ބނމށ ވލޓ ބނނފޅކރއވއގނ ނވނއވ .އއ ޚލފށ ޢމލކރއވއ ،އކނ
އޅގނޑމނގ ސމލކމށއތވއޖނމ ،އމ.އމ.އއއ އކނމކ މނސޓރގ އރޝދތކގ ދށނ
ތޔފރތގ އކއނޓ ނވތ އކއނޓތއ ބނދ ކރވނއވ.
ވލޓ އކއނޓގއ ހނނ އ-ފއސއކ ހމއކނ ތޔފރތއ ހއޤވ އއޗކވ.
ފއސ ގނ ވއކ އގ؛ އނޓރސޓ
ރއޖއނ ބރގއވ ބނފޝރއއގ އކއނޓކށ ފއސ ފނވނމ އފއސ ފނވނ އވގތކ ހއނ
ފއސ ގނ ވއކ އގ ނވތ އކސޗނޖ ރޓނނވ .މ ޙދމތ ލބގތމގއ ފއސ ގނ ވއކ
އގކނޑއޅނ އޅގނޑމނނވ.
ތޔފރތގ ވލޓ އކއނޓގއ ހނނ އ-ފއސއށ އޅގނޑމނ އނޓރސޓ ނދއކނއވ.
ޤނނގތނ އޅގނޑމނ ޒނމވނ ނޖހ ކނތއތއ )ޑސކލއމރސ(
މ ޙދމތކ އ ޙދމތ ފރ ކށދވ ގތށ ލބވޑއގނނވ ޙދމތކވ .ޤނނ ހއދކރ ގތގމތނ،
ޔޤނކމއ ،ފލގއ ނވތ އހނ ގތކށނމވސ،
އތރ އއވސ ހށހޅމއ ،ނވތ
މ ޙދމތއކ އކލވފއއނވއވ .މ ޙދމތ ތޔ ފރތނ ހއދވނ ،ތޔ ފރތގ
އމއލ ރސކގއވ.
ކމރޝލ ރޒނބލ އފރޓސގ އހގއ ،ތނވނ ފރތކށ މ ޙދމތށ އކސސ ނކރވ ގތށ،
އޅގނޑމނ މޚދމތ ރއކތރކރމށ މސއކތކރނމވ.
ތޔފރތގ އޕލކޝނ އނބރ ފނވލމނ ނވތ އބރ ގނދވމނ ނވތ ކނސލކރނފދކމކނ
ފރތކށ ލބ އއވސ ގއލމކށ އޅގނޑމނ ޒނމނވނއވ .އފދ
ތނވނ
ގއލމކށ އޅގނޑމނ ހމއކނ ޒނމވނ އކމގއ އޅގނޑމނގ އހމލއވނމއވ.
ތޔފރތނ ކރއވ މޢމލތތކށ ނވތ ޓރނޒކޝނތކށ އޅގނޑމނ ޒނމއއ ނވނމވ.
މޢމލތކށ އސރކރފދ ގހއ ހއދވއޖނމ އކމގއ ،ކމރޝލ ރޒނބލ އފރޓސގ ދށނ
އޅގނޑމނގ އހތރކނ ފރ ކށދއވނމވ .ނމވސ ތޔފރތއ މޢމލތ ކރވ ފރތއ ދމދ އފދ
ދބސވމއ ހއލ ކރއވނ ތޔފރތއ މޢމލތ ކރވ ފރތނނވ.
އމޕނއއކ ކރއވ ކނފރމޝނކށ އޅގނޑމނ ޒނމއއނވނމވ .އފދ ކނފރމޝނކ އނބރ
ނގނދވނފދ ކނފރމޝނއއޅގނޑމނނށ ލބ ހސބނ އ ކނފރމޝނއ ވގނދނ ތޔފރތގ
މއޗށ ލޒމވގނވ އލތޒމކށވ .އއއފދ ކނރނމޝނއކ އޅމކނ ،މކރއ ހލތނ ،އޙމލނ ،އ
ޅނނފލމނކމގއވނނމވސމއވ.
ޤނނ ގތނ ޒނމ ނގނޖހ ކނތއ މނވ ،މޚދމތ ބނނކރގއ ،ތޔފރތށ ލބ އއވސ
ގއލމކށ އޅގނޑމނ ޒނމ ނވނމވ .އގ ތރގއ ތރގއވ ކނތއތއ ހމނއވ.
ޓރނސފރ އނސޓރކޝނސ ދއވމގއ ތޔފރތށ ހއދވ ގހއ.
އހނ އ.އމ.އމ ކސޓމރއ ނވތ ތނވނ ފރތނ ކރއވ ޤނނ ޚލފ ކމއ.
ފސ މޝރ ނވތ އނނވސ އޅގނޑމނގ ބރގ ދށގއ ނވ ކމއގ ސބބނ މޙދމތ ނދވނ.
ވލޑޓ އދ މޢލމތ ފރކށދނނ
ތޔފރތނ ކރ މޢމލތތކ ގޅ މޢލމތ އޅގނޑމނ އނލއނކށ ފރ ކށދނމވ .އޅނޑމނގ
ވބސއޓ  www.ooredoo.mvމދވރ ކށ ލބނ ހނނނއވ .ނވތ ކލ ސނޓރށ ގޅމށފހ
ލޔމނވސ މމޢލމތ ހދމށ އދވދނއވ.
މޚދމތ ދނމށ ބނނކރވ ތޔފރތގ ނމއ އފދ އހނހނ މޢލމތ ،އމ.އއ.ބ ،އމ.އމ.އ ،އހނ
ޕޓނރނ އދ ކމބހ ފރތތކ ޙއސ ކރވނއވ .އއ ތޔފރތގ ވލޓ އކއނޓ
ހޅވއ މނޖ ކރމށއ ޤނނ ޚލފ ޢމލތއ ހއޓވމށއ އފދ ޤނނއ ޚލފ ޢމލތއ ހދމގއވ.
ތޔފރތގ މމޢލމތ މގތށ ބނނކރމށ ތޔފރތނ އއބސވވޑއގނނވއވ.
ޚޔލތފތވ ކނތއތއ )ޑސޕއޓސ(
މޚދމތ މދވރކށ ކރއވ މޢމލތއ ނވތ މޢމލތތކށ ބލ ކރއވމގއ އއވސ މއސލއއ
އޅނމ އމޢމލތއ ނވތ މޢމލތއ ކރއވ ތރޚނ ފށގނ ދމސ ތރގއ އކނ ކލ ސނޓރށ
ލޔކޔނތއ ފނއވނވނއވ.
އނގވނވނއވ .އދ އނގވއރ ،ކމގޅނހރ
ދމސ ތރގއ އޅގނޑމނނށ އކނ ލޔމނ ނއނގވއފނމ ،ބލވނ ބލކރވފއވނ
ރނގޅށކމށއ ބލ ކރވފއވ ޢދދށ ތޔފރތނ ފއސ ދއކވނކމށވ .މއސލއއ އޅކމށވނމ،
އމއސލއގއ ނހމނ ޢދދށ )ނވތ ނނ ޑސޕއޓޑ އމއނޓށ( ލސނވ ފއސ
ދއކވނވނއވ .އދ މއސލ އޅގނޑމނނ އއ ކޅށ ނމއޖ ކމށވނމ ،އމއސލއގއ ހމނ
ޢދދ ވގތނ ދއކވއ ،ފއސ ދއކވނޖހ މއދތގ ތރގއ ނދއކވމނ ދއކވނޖހ އނޓރސޓއ،
ޤނނ ކނކމށ ޚރދ ކރވނ ފއސއއ ކލކޝނ ފއށ އޅގނޑމނ ޚރދކރ މ ނނވސ
އހނހނ ފއސވސ އޅގނޑމނނށ ދއކމށ ތޔ ފރތނ އއބސވއވ.
މޚދމތ މދވރކށ ކރވ މޢމލތކއ ގޅގނ ހށހޅ މއސލއއ ތޙޤޤ ކރމށ އޅގނޑމނގ
އތމތގއވ ތޔފރތގ މޢލމތ ،ކރވފއވ މޢމލތ ނވތ މޢމލތތކގ ތފސލ ނވތ އ
މޢމލތ ނވތ މޢމލތތކ ގޅނހރ އކއނޓ ގޅ އނމހއ މޢލމތ ،އމއސލއއ ދރސކށ
އނވސޓގޓކރމގ ބނމށ ހމކރމށ ތޔ ފރތނ އއބސވވޑއގނއވ .އދ އފދއނ
އއބސވފއވ އއބސވނ ،މ އއބސވނ ،އއވސ ސބބކހރ ނމމކށއއނމވސ ،ދމއނނނއވ.
ކރވ މޢމލތއ ނވތ މޢމލތތކކއ ގޅގނ މއސލއއ ހށހޅއޖނމ ،އ މއސލއއ ހއލ
ކރމށ ،އޅގނޑމނނށ ލބނހރ އމޢމލތ ނވތ މޢމލތތކކއބހ ރކޑތއ ބނނ ކރވނއވ.
އދ މއސލ ހއލކރމށ ބނނ ކރވ ހމއކނ މޢލމތކށވސ ވގނދނ އރކޑތކވ.
ރ( މއގރމނޓގ ދށނ ހށހޅ ހރހ މއސލތކއވސ ،ތޔފރތގ އއބރލއވމއކ 7 ،ދވސ
ތރގއ އޅގނޑމނ ހއލ ކރނމވ.
ފއއ ފއސ ދއކނވ މނވރ
މޚދމތ މދވރކށ ކރ މޢމލތތކށ ކނޑއޅފއވ ފ ތޔފރތނ ދއކވނވނއވ .ފތކއ ފއސ
ދއކނވ މނވރ ކނޑއޅނ އރދ ވބސއޓއ އރދ ވޔފރ އއޓލޓތކގއ ނވތ މޑޔގއ ހމކށ
ޝއޢ ކށފއވ ރޓނނވ .ފއއ ފއސ ދއކނވ މނވރށ އއވސ ބދލއގނއމގ ކރނ ތޔފރތއ
އކނ އނގނއވ.
ކރއވ މޢމލތތކށ ތޔފރތގ ވލޓ އކއނޓނ ވގތނ ފއސ ކނޑނއވ.
ކލ ސނޓރ ނވތ އރދ އއޓލޓއ ނވތ ޔ.އސ.އސ.ޑ/އޕ މދވރކށ ވލޓ އކއނޓގއ
ފއތވ ކރ މއދތގއ ހނގފއވ ހރކތތކގ މޢލމތ ހދމށ އދވޑއގތމނ އމއލމތ
ފރ ކށދވނއވ.
ޚޔނތތރކމއކ ޚދމތ ބނނ ކރނ ނވތ އކއޕމނޓ ގއލނ ނވތ ވގށ ނގނ
ތޔފރތގ އކއޕމނޓ ނވތ މޚދމތ އހނ އއވސ ފރތކނ ބނނ ކށގނ ނވނއވ .އދ
ތޔފރތނ އކއޕމނޓ ނވތ މޚދމތ ބނނކރމގ ހއދ އހނ ފރތކށ ދއވއގނ ނވނއވ.
ތޔފރތގއކއޕމނޓ ވގށ ނގނ ،ނހމ ގތގއ ބނނކރނ ،ޚޔނތ ނވތ އފދ ކމށ ޝއކ
ކރވނ ނވތ ތޔފރތގ ވލޓ އކއނޓ ޤނނ ޚލފށ ބނނ ކށފއވކނ އނގވޑއގނފނމ އކނ

ކލ ސނޓރށ އނގވއ ،ފލސ އފހށ ރޕޓ ކރއވނވނއވ .މޚދމތ
ހއޓލއވމށ ތޔފރތނ އޅގނޑމނނށ އނގވނދނ އފދ ކމއގ ސބބނ ޗޖ ކރވ ނވތ
ކރވފއވ އނމހއ ފއސއށ ތޔފރތގ ޒނމވލއވނނއވ.
 13.3މތގއ އފދއނ ބޔނ ކރވފއވނމވސ މޚދމތ ޚޔނތތރކމއކ ނހމގތގއ
ބނނކރއވފއވކމށ ޝއކ ކރވއޖ ނމ ކރވ މޢމލތތކށ ދއކވ ފއސ އޅގނޑމނ
ޤބލނކރނ އކށގނވއވ.
 13.4ތޔފރތގ އއޑނޑޓއއ އކއނޓ ރޖސޓރޝނ ރނގޅތ ބލމށ ޗކކރވ ހނދއގއ ތޔފރތގ
ރމއޒވފއވކމށ ބލވއޖ ނމ އރދއނ ތޔފރތގ އމޕނއށ ބދލ
ވލޓ އކއނޓ ކމޕ 
ގނނނއވ.
މމއދގއ ބޔނ ކރވފއވ ހލތތކގ ތރއނ ހލތއ މދވރވގނ ތޔފރތށ ލބ އއވސ
ގއލމކށ އޅގނޑމނ ޒނމ ނވނމވ.
 .14ޚދމތ ހއޓލމއ ސސޕނޑ ކރނ
 14.1އއވސ ނޓސއއ ދނމކއނލ ،މޚދމތއ ގޅގނވފއވ އއބސވނ ބޠލކރނ ،ވގތ ގތނ
މދކނޑލނ ،ނވތ މ ޙދމތ ބނނފޅކރއވމ ގޅ ގތނ ވކ ޝރތކއ ކނޑއޅނ ނވތ ވކ
ކނތއތކއ މނކރނ ،ނވތ ޙދމތ ބނނކރމގ އސލތއ ބދލކރނ ނވތ ޙދމތ
ލބވޑއގނނވނ ގތ ބދލކރމގ ފރހމ އޙތޔރ އޅގނޑމނނށ ލބގނވއވ.
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ށ މޚދމތ ނވތ އއބސވނ ބޠލކރމ 
ށ
ބނނފޅ ކނމ ވގތއގ އ ކލ ސނޓރ މދވރކ 
އދލއވމގ އޙތޔރ ތ ޔ ފރތށ ލބވޑއގނވއވ .ތޔފރތގ އނގވމއކ މޚދމތ ހއޓމކށ
ގނއކމށ ޤބލކރވނއވ.
މމއދގ  14.1ގއ އފދއނ ބޔނކރވފއ ވނމވސ ،ތރގއ ވ ހލތތކގއ މޚދމތ ވގތނ
ހއޓމކށ ގނއމގ ޙއޤ އޅގނޑމނނށ ލބގނވއވ .ނމވސ މޙއޤ ލބގނވނ ހމއކނ
މހލތތކގއ ޢމލކރމށ އކނޏއ ނނވ.
އޅގނޑމނގ ނޒރގއ ތޔފރތނ މޚދމތއ ގޅގނ އއވސ ތދވރނނ ،ޚޔނތތރ ،ކށއ ނވތ
ޤނނ ޚލފ ކމއކރއވނ.
މއއބސވމގ އއވސ މއދއކ ޚލފވނ ނވތ އޅގނޑމނނށ ގއލނ ލބފދ ނވތ އޅގނޑމނގ
އއވސ ޙއޤކށ އނކމއ އނނފދ ޢމލއ ހނގވނ.
މޚދމތ ހދމށ ފރއވފއވ އޕލކޝނ ފމގއ ގދ މޢލމތ ހމނނ ނވތ ޞއޙ ނނ
ލޔކޔނތކއ ހއސކރއވނ.
ތޔފރތގ ސމ ކޑ މސއކތ ނކރނ ނވތ ކނސލކށފއވނ.
އޅގނޑމނނށ ތޔފރތށ ޚދމތ ފރ ކށދވނ ނތނ .އހނކމށވނމ މއއބސވނ އޅގނޑމނ
ބތލ ކށފއވކނ ތޔފރތށ އނގމށ ވވރކނ އޅގނޑމނ މސއކތ ކރނމވ.
މއގރމނޓ ނމމށފހ ތޔފރތގ ވލޓ އކއނޓގއ ހރ ފއސއއމދ ޢމލ ކރވނ އމ.އމ.އގ
ޤވޢދތކގ މތނނވ.
މ އއބސވނ ބޠލކރމނ ،ތޔފރތގ ވލޓ އކއނޓ އއވސ އތރ ޝރތކއނލއ ،އމއލއށ
ބނދވނއވ.
ޤނނ ޚލފ ޢމލއ ހނގކމށ ބލވގނ ނނ ގތކށ މއއބސވނ ބތލ ކށފނމ ،އރދ އއޓލޓއގއ
އއޑނޓފކޝނ ލޔނތއ ދއކވމނ ،އމ.އމ.އގ ޤވޢދތކ އއގތށ ތޔފރތގ ވލޓ އކއނޓގއވ
ފއސ ތޔފރތށ ލބވޑއގނނވނއވ.
18ވނ މއދގއ ބޔނ ކރވފއވ ފދއނ ޢޚތޔރނ ބރގއވ ކމއ ދމވއޖނމ މއއބސވނ
ބތލކރވދނއވ.
ޚދމތ ދނނ ހއޓލމނ ނވތ ސސޕނޑ ކރމނ ޢމލކރވ ގތ
ޚދމތދނނ ހއޓމއކ ،އޑމޝނ ފއއ އރދނ ކނޑއޅފއވ އހނހނ ޗޖސތ އ ކނޑމށފހ،
ތޔފރތނ ޚދމތ ހއޓމށ އޅގނޑމނ އއބސވ ދވހނ ފށގނ އއމސ ދ ވސ ތރގއ ވލޓ
އކއނޓގއ ބކ ހރ ފއސ ތޔފރތ ހވލކރވނއވ.
ޚދމތ ސސޕނޑ ކރމށފހ ،ރކނކޝނ ފއއ އޅގނޑމނނށ ތޔ ފރތނ ދއކވނޖހ
ނދއކވއހރ އނމހއ ފއސތކއ ނވތ ރކނކޓ ކރމށ ދއކވނޖހ އހނހނ ފއސ ދއކވމނ
ޚދމތދނނ އލނ ފށނއވ.
މ 15ވނ މއދގއ ބޔކރވފއވ ކނތއތކކ މއއބސވނ ނވތ ގޅނހރ ޤނނތކނ
އޅގނޑމނނށ ލބދ ޙއޤތކއ މނފތކގ އތރނ ބޔނކރވފއވ ،އކނކނމށ  15ވނ މއދގ
ސބބނ އއވސ ބރލއނރނ ކނކމވ.
މއގރމނޓ ބތލ ވމށފހ އމ.އމ.އއނ އނގ ގތކށ ނވތ  10އހރވނދނ ތޔފރތގ ވލޓ
ހރ ،އދ އފއސ ތޔފރތށ އނބރ ނދވ ވނމ ،ރއޖގ
އކއނޓގއ އ-ފއސ
މތނ
ކމބހ ފރތތކށ އޅގނޑނ އފއސ ،އ ފރތށ ފނނގތއގ
ޢމލކރމށ ފނވނމވ.
ތޔފރތގ ސމ ކޑ ސސޕނޑ ކރމގ ސބބނ ވލޓ އކއނ އނއކޓވ ވއޖކމށވނމ،
ސސޕނޑ ކރވނ ތރޙނ ފށގނ  6މސ ދވސ ތރ ވލޓ އކއނޓ އލނ އކޓވޓ
ކރވދނއވ.
ވލޓ އކއނޓކށ ކނޑއޅފއވ ސމ ކޑ މދނކނޑ  1އހރގ މއދތކށ އނއކޓވވފއވނމ،
އރދގ އރޝދގ މތނ ،ވލޓ އކއނޓގއވ ފއސ ،އމ.އއ.ބއނ ސބ-ޕލ
އކއނޓކށ ޓރނސފރ ކރނއވ .އދ ތޔފރތ މ ޚދމތށ ޝރތ ހމވތ
ބލމށފހ އލނ ވލޓ އކއނޓ އކޓވޓ ކރވދނއވ .ނނ އފއސ ތޔފރތށ
ލބނ ހއޤވނއވ .އހނ ނނނމ  15.4ވނ މއދގއ ބޔނ ކރވފއވ ގތށ އފއސއއ މދ ޢމލ
ކރވނއވ.
މއއބސވމށ ބދލ ގނއނ
އނނގތކށ މއގރމނޓގއ ބޔނ ކށފއނވނމ ،އއބސވމށ ބދލ ގނއމގ ބރ އޅގނޑމނނށ
ލބގނވއވ .އފދ ބދލއ ގނވނމ އކނ އޅގނޑމނގ ވބސއޓ ނވތ މޑޔ މދވރކށ
މއދތ ހމވމނ ،އކނ ތޔ ފރތށ
ތޔފރތއ  7ދވސ ތރ އނގނއވ .އދ އ  7ދވހގ
އނގނ ކމށ ބލއ ،އބދލތކށ ޢމލކރނ ފށނއވ.
އޤރރ
މއއބސވމއ ތޔފރތށ ފރ ކށދ ޚދމތބހ ،އހނ ލޔކޔނތކ އއ ގތށ ޢމލ ކރއވނކމށ
ތޔފރނ އއބސވވޑއގނއވ.ތޔފރތނ ޚދމތ ބނނކރއވމގއ ނވތ އހނ ގތކނ ލބ އއވސ
ގއލމކށ އޅގނޑމނ ޒނމ ނވނއވ.
އޚތޔރނ ބރގއވ ކނތއތއ
އޙތޔރނ ބރގއވ ކމއ ދމވއޖނމ މއއބސވމގ ދށނ އޅގނޑމނ އދކރނޖހ ޒނމތއ
އދ ކރމށ އޒރވރވނއވ .އދ  1މސދވހށވރ ދގ މއދތކށ އފދކމއ ދގދމގނ
ހނގއޖނމ މއއބސވނ ބތލކރމގ ޙއޤ
އޅގނޑމނނށ ލބގނވއވ.
ޤނނ އދ އފދ މއސލތއ ޙއލކރނ
މއއބސވމގ މއޗށ ހނގނ އދ މއއބސވނ މނކރމގއ ބނނކރވނ ދވހރއޖގ ޤނނވ.
އދ މއއބސވނ އކލވލވފއވނ ދވހރއޖގ ޤނނ އއގތވ ގތގ މތނނވ .މއއބސވމގ
ދށނ އފދ މއސލތކގ ދޢވ ބލއގތމގ ޙއޤ ލބގނވނ ދވހރއޖގ ކޓތކށ އކނޏވ.
މއ އއބސވމގ ދވހ ތރޖމއވ .ދވހ ތރޖމއއ އނގރސބހނ ލޔފއވ އއބސވމ
އއވސ ތފތއވނމ ،އއބސވމގ އސލކމށ ބލވނ އދ ޢމލ ކރވނވސ އނގރސ ބހނ
ލޔފއވ އއބސވމށވ.
އއބސވމގ މއދއއ ބޠލވނ
މއއބސވމގ އއވސ މއދއކ ޞއޚ ނނ ނވތ ދވހރއޖގ ޤނނކ ޚލފ ނވތ ތނފޒ
ކރވނ ނތ މއދއއ ކމށ ޝރޢތނ ކނޑއޅއފނމ ،މއއބސވމ އހނ އއވސ މއދއއގ
ޞއޙ ކމކށ ،އކމކނ އއވސ އސރއ ނކރނއވ .އދ މއއބސވމގއ ދނހރ އހނ
މއދތކކ ،ރއޖގ ޤނނތކއއ ގތށ ،އއނ ޤނނކ ޚލފނވ ،ރއޖގ ޤނނތކގ ދށނ ޞއޙ
އދ ތނފޒ ކރވނ މއދތކއ ކމގއ ބލވނއވ.
އހނހނ
ކނމ ވގތއގއވސ ކލ ސނޓރ މދވރ ކށ އޅގނޑމނނ ގޅނއވ .ނވތ އތރ މޢލމތ
އޅގނޑމނގ ވބސއޓގއ ޝއޢކރވފއ ވނއވ.
ދވހގ އކށގނވ ގޑއއގއ ޓކސޓ މސޖކނ ނވތ ފނގ ޒރއޔއނ އޅގނޑމނނށ ތޔ
ފރތއ މޢމލތކރވދނއވ.
ތޔފރތނ ލޔމކނލ ،ފނ މދވރކށ އޅގނޑމނނށ ދއވ އރޝދތކށ ޢޅގނޑމނނށ
ޢމލ ކރވދނ ކމށ ތޔ ފރތނ އއބސވވޑއގނނވއވ .އފދ ހލތއގއ ސލމތ ފޔވޅއގ
ގތނ ތޔފރތގ މޢލމތ ޞއޙތ ބލމށ އޅގނޑމނ ސވލތކއ ތޔ ފރތ ކރވދނއވ.
އސވލތކށ ރނގޅ ޖބވ ދއވއފނމ ވލޓ އކއޓ ބދލ ކރމށ ނވތ ވލޓ އކއނޓ ހލޑރ
އނފމޝނ ޚއސ ކރމށ ތޔފރތނ އއބސވވޑއގނނވއވ.
އޅގނޑމނގ ބނމށ އދ ކށކރނ ހއޓވމގ ގތނ ތޔފރތނ ޚދމތ ބނނ ކރއވގތ
އޅގނޑމނ މނޓރ ކރމކ އކށގނވ ކމކވ.
ކސޓމރ ރކޑތއ ބހއޓފއ ހނނ ތނ
ވލޓ އކއނޓ މނޖމނޓ ސސޓމ ގޅނހރ ކސޓމރ ރކޑތކއ އޅގނޑމނގ ޓރނޒކޝނލ
ޕލޓފމ ބހއޓފއ ހނނނ ސކޔޑ ޑޓ ސނޓރގއވ.
މމ.އނ.ޕ އބހ ޚއސ އސލތކއ ޝރތތއ
މތގއ ބޔނކށފއވ އސލތކއ ޝރތތކގ ތރއނ އމ.އނ.ޕއށ އކށނ ޝރތތކގ އތރނ
ތރގއ ބޔނކށފއވ ހއޞ އސލތކއ ޝރތތކށ އމ.އނ.ޕ .ގ ޚދމތ ހއދވމގއ ތޔ
ފރތނ ޢމލކރއވނވނއވ.
މބއލ ނނބރކ ކސޓމރގ ނނމތގއ ރޖސޓރކރވފއވ ނނބރއކމގއ ވނވނއވ .ކސޓމރށ
އރދގ ވޔފރ އއޓލޓށ ވޑއގތމށ އޒރވރވނމ،
އއވސ ސބބކހރ،
ކސޓމރގ ސޓއކއއކ ދވހ ރއޔތއކނ އނގއދ ކޑގ ކޕއއ ހށހޅއވނވނއވ.
އމ.އނ.ޕ.ގ ޚދމތ ލބވޑއގތމށފހ ،އތރޚނ ފށގނ އރދ ނޓވރކގއ މދވގނ ) 90ނވދޔ(
ދވހ އ ޚދމތ ހއދވނ މތ ދމހނނނވނއވ.
އމ.އމ.ޕ.ގ ޚދމތ ހދމށއދ ނނބރގ ދއކނޖހވޑއގނ ،އހނނމވސ ނދއކވ
އއވސ ޕމނޓއ އވގނނވނއވ.
އރދ އނ ކސޓމރގ އތނ "ޕޓނ-ފ" އއ ނގނއވ .އ ފއކ ރފނޑ ކރވނ ފ އއނނވ.
އމ.އނ،ޕ .ގ ޚދމތށ އދ ނނބރކ އކޓވ ނނބރކށވނވނއވ.
ޚދމތށ އދ ނނބރކ ،އމ.އނ.ޕގ ޚދމތދއރ ،ކސޓމރގ އދލއވމގ މތނ ވގތގތނ،ނވތ
އހނހނ އއވސ ގތކނވޔށ ޚދމތ ކނޑލވފވ ނނބރކށ
ވގނ ނވނއވ.

Terms & Conditions
Ooredoo Mobile Money and Mobile Number Portability Services
1. General
1.1 These terms and conditions will form an agreement (the “Agreement”) between you
(“you”), the customer, and us, Ooredoo Maldives (“Ooredoo”, “us” or “we”), upon
successful completion of your registration as a Wallet Account Holder.
This Agreement shall be read with Ooredoo’s General Terms and Conditions which
may be found on our website at www.ooredoo.mv/about/terms (the “Website”), and
applies to your use of the Ooredoo Mobile Money service as described below. Please
read this Agreement carefully.
2. Definitions
• “Airtime” means the balance on your SIM card for use with other Ooredoo products
and services.
• "Available Balance" means the amount of E-money in your Wallet Account at any
time.
• “Call Centre” means the Ooredoo call centre that can be contacted by phone at 929 or
at +960 9613929. The Call Centre will be open 24 hours a day seven days a week and
365 days a year.
•
“Commercially Reasonable Efforts” means the carrying out of obligations or tasks
by a party in a sustained manner using good faith commercially reasonable and
diligent efforts, which efforts shall be consistent with the exercise of prudent business
judgment.
• “E-money” means money in any particular currency recorded electronically in the
Wallet Management System that has the same value as cash in the designated
currency.
• “Equipment” means your mobile phone and SIM card used to effect transactions on
OMM.
• “Force Majeure” includes without limitation acts of God, default or failure of a third
party, natural causes (such as severe weather, storms, hurricanes, typhoons, tsunamis,
earthquakes, lightning, floods, widespread fires or any other natural disaster),
epidemics of infectious diseases, war (whether declared or not), riots, industrial action,
civil unrest, acts of terrorism, rebellion, revolution, insurrection, military or
usurped power or confiscation, blockage, embargo, labour dispute, strike, lockout
or interruption or failure of electricity, equipment failure including your Equipment
or the equipment of any third party, computer or software malfunction, interruption
or disruption of our Network or the networks of other service providers, nationalization,
governmental action or any act or decision made by a court of competent
jurisdiction.
• “Ooredoo Prepaid” means a Ooredoo prepaid product offered to customers.
•
“mPIN” means your six digit personal identification number used to log on to the
Service.
• “Network” means the mobile telecommunications network operated by us in
Maldives.
•
“Permitted Destination” means any country to which you may send money using the
Service - these countries are listed on our Website at www.Ooredoo.mv or are available
from any Ooredoo Outlet.
• “Maldives” means the Republic of Maldives.
• “MMA” means the Maldives Monetary Authority.
• “Maldivian Rufiyaa” “MVR” means lawful currency of Maldives.
• “OMM” or the “Service” means the service we provide to you through which you may
carry out Transactions as described in this Agreement.
•
“MIB” means Maldives Islamic Bank.
• “Ooredoo Agent” means a retail outlet, store, authorized individual or other location
where you can sign up for the Service as listed on the Website.
• “Ooredoo Merchants” means any location that accepts E-money as payment for
goods and services as listed on the Website.
• “Ooredoo Outlet” means a retail Outlet, store or other location listed on our Website
where you can load E-money into your Wallet Account or withdraw E-money from your
Wallet Account in Maldivian Rufiyaa.
• “SIM card” means a secured subscriber identity module card that enables a Wallet
Account Holder to access the Service and other services provided by Ooredoo.
•
“SMS” means short message service or text message sent to your phone.
“Transactions” has the meaning set forth in Clause 5.
• “Transaction Limits” means the limits in Maldivian Rufiyaa applicable to transactions
that you can carry out using the Service, in each day or each month that are set forth
on the Website at www.ooredoo.mv, or are available from any Ooredoo Outlet.
• “Transfer Instructions” means instructions using the Service to carry out
Transactions using your Equipment.
•
“Wallet Account” means your account maintained by Ooredoo which records the
amount of E-money you have.
• “Wallet Account Holder” means the holder of the mobile money Wallet Account.
•
“Wallet Account Holder Information” means any information associated with the
mobile money Wallet Account Holder relating to its use of the System.
• “Wallet Management System” or the “System” means the OMM ecosystem
operated by Ooredoo in which all Wallet Account balances and transactions of Wallet
Account Holders are recorded.
3. Commencement Date
3.1 The Service will begin from the date of approval of your registration and remain
effective, unless terminated in accordance with this Agreement.
4. Minimum Age Requirement
4.1 By subscribing to the Service you confirm that you are at least 18 years old.
5.
The Service
5.1 You may use the Service to carry out the following transactions (“Transactions”) using
your Equipment:
(a) Send E-money to another customer’s OMM account in Maldives and or None OMM
customers over the counter via authorised channel.
(b) Send E-money to a bank account in Maldives.
(c) Remit E-money to any person at a Permitted Destination.
(d) Purchase Airtime and other Ooredoo services using E-money.
(e) Make cash deposits and withdrawals from any Ooredoo Outlet or Authorized agent.
(f) Purchase goods and services from Ooredoo Merchants.
(g) Load E-money into your Wallet Account direct from your bank account.
(h) Pay 3rd Party Bills.
(i) Receive your salary from your Employer in for of E-money
5.2 You authorize us to process your Transfer Instructions confirmed with your mPIN made
at any Ooredoo Outlet or Ooredoo Merchant.
5.3 OMM’s regulated financial services are powered by MIB. MIB is regulated by MMA.
5.4 MIB holds all Wallet Account balances in a special pool account in Maldives for the
benefit of all Wallet Account Holders.
5.5 Your E-money is different from airtime – you cannot use your airtime as E-money to
enter into a transaction.
5.6 You may use the Service while travelling outside Maldives in which case roaming
charges will apply.
6. Registration and Use of Wallet Account
(a) To access the Service, you must register at any Ooredoo Agent by filling in an
application form and opening OMM account by presenting a valid Maldivian identity
card or Valid Passport and Work Permit for None Maldivian Citizens. We may refuse
your application for any reason. Auto-registration and self-registration may be
permitted with a predefined rules and conditions.
(b) Upon registration, you will enter a six digit combination as your mPIN. Please take all
necessary security measures to protect your mPIN and do not use your phone number
or date of birth as your mPIN. Please change your mPIN frequently. You will be
responsible for its security by keeping the mPIN confidential at all times.
We recommend you commit it to memory.
(c) If access to the Service is made by any third party by use of your mPIN with or without
your authorisation, we shall consider that the Service has been accessed properly and
the transaction conducted is valid.
(d) If a wrong mPIN is entered more than three times, the Wallet Account of that Wallet
Account Holder will be automatically suspended temporarily. Should you wish to
reactivate the Service, you should contact the Call Centre.
(e) Once your application has been accepted and you have successfully registered, you
may use the Wallet Account as follows:
(i)
To buy E-money from any Ooredoo Outlet.
(ii) E-money may be sent to your Wallet Account by your employer or any other person.

(iii) You may transfer E-money to your Wallet Account by sending funds from your bank
account.
(iv) With an Available Balance you may carry out Transactions.
(v) A Transaction will not take place if you have insufficient E-money in your Wallet
Account to cover the amount of E-money you want to send and related charges. '
We will notify you by SMS that the transaction will not take place in such
circumstances.
(vi) A Transaction that exceeds the Transaction Limits will not take place.
(vii) We carry out identity and security checks when we receive your Transfer Instructions
and may refuse any transaction if we are not satisfied with the results of our checks.
(viii) We will confirm all successful Transactions sent or received by sending you an SMS
with your new Wallet Account balance with a special number – these numbers are
used to identify all transactions carried out in your Wallet Account.
7. Undertakings
7.1 You undertake to us as follows:
(a) The information provided to us for the purpose of registration for the Service is true
and correct.
(b) You will provide any additional information that we may request from time to time
relating to your registration, failing which we may suspend or terminate the Service.
(c) The information provided by you may be held on a database and we may use,
store, analyse and transfer or exchange such information with all such persons as
may be considered necessary by us without reference to you: you agree that your
information may be treated in such manner by us. You agree to opt-in for Ooredoo and
partner related marketing and advertising. You may opt-out of this feature at
any time – see www.Ooredoo.mv
(d) You will comply with this Agreement.
(e) You will comply with all applicable laws, statutes, rules, regulations, notices,
instructions or directives of the relevant authorities or any notices, instructions,
directives or guidelines given by us in connection with the Service by publication on the
Website or through the media.
(f) You have not fraudulently registered with us for use of the Service. If we discover that
you are impersonating another customer, whether an individual or another legal entity,
you shall be responsible for any liability that may arise as a result of such fraudulent
activity. Abusing the Service may result in its immediate termination or suspension and
we shall notify the relevant authorities promptly of such abuse.
(g) You shall not use the Service for any illegal activity under applicable laws.
(h) You will comply with the Transaction Limits applicable to any Transaction from time to
time.
(i)
All records of Transactions relating to your mPIN will be binding on you and act as
conclusive evidence of your registration for the Service.
(j) You shall be responsible for all your Transactions. Ooredoo shall provide you with online
or paper statements of your Wallet Account on request by you to the Call Centre.
(k) The use of the Service is subject to such other terms, conditions, rules and regulations
as specified by MMA or any other regulatory or governmental authority from time to
time.
(l) Subject to Clause 7(r) below, the Service is not transferable or assignable to any third
party. We shall not be liable for any costs, loss or damage (whether direct or indirect),
or for loss of revenue, loss of profits or any consequential loss as a result of your
transferring or assigning the Service to any third party.
(m) The Wallet Account cannot be pledged or used in any manner by you as any form of
security in favor of any third party for any purpose. We shall not be liable for any costs,
loss or damage (whether direct or indirect), or for loss of revenue, loss of profits or any
consequential loss as a result of your using the Service as a form of security.
(n) You will be responsible for checking and verifying all Transactions including, without
limitation, the amount and recipient information. We shall not be obliged to reverse a
wrongful entry as a result of your error or mistake.
(o) You will immediately notify Ooredoo upon receipt of incomplete and inaccurate data
or information or any data which is not intended for you. You shall delete such data or
information from your Equipment.
(p) You will use your Wallet Account only for personal use and not for any commercial
business, whether directly or indirectly. If we determine that you have violated this
undertaking, we will close your account(s) in accordance with the instructions of MMA
and the Ministry of Economic Development.
(q) You are the only person entitled to E-money in the Wallet Account.
8. Exchange Rate; Interest
(a) The remittance of money outside Maldives to a beneficiary’s account will be subject to
the prevailing exchange rate as determined by us.
(b) We will not pay interest on any E-money held in your Wallet Account.
9. Disclaimers
(a) The Service is provided on an “as is” basis without any representations of any kind,
whether express or implied as permitted by law. Your use of the Service is at your own
risk.
(b) We will use Commercially Reasonable Efforts to ensure that the Service is secure and
cannot be accessed by unauthorized third parties.
(c) We shall not be liable or responsible to you or to any third parties for any losses,
damages, costs or expenses suffered by such person(s) arising out of or in connection
with the rejection of your application or its non-acceptance or use, withdrawal,
restriction, cancellation or termination of the Service resulting from or in consequence
of any act or omission by us, except in the case of our wilful default or gross
negligence.
(d) We shall not be responsible for any Transactions carried out by you through the
Service. We will use our Commercially Reasonable Efforts to assist you with any error
or mistake made in effecting any Transaction. However any dispute between you and
the transacting party must be resolved by you and such party.
(e) We shall not be liable for acting on a confirmation sent by you together with your mPIN.
Such confirmation shall be deemed irrevocable and binding on you upon receipt by us,
not with standing any error, fraud, forgery, negligence, lack of clarity or
misunderstanding in respect of the terms of such confirmation.
(f) Apart from liability that we cannot exclude by law, we will not be liable for any losses
you suffer as a result of using the Service, including losses arising from (i) a mistake
you have made in your transfer instructions, (ii) any fraud committed by another OMM
customer or third party, unless caused by us, and (iii) our inability to provide the
Service due to Force Majeure or other events beyond our reasonable control.
10. Validity and Access to Information
10.1 We shall make available online information with respect to Transactions carried out by
you. This information may be accessed through our Website at www.ooredoo.mv you
may also request such information in writing from us from time to time by calling
the Call Centre. Information relating to your use of the Service, your name and other
personal information may be made available to MIB, MMA, other partners, other
regulatory or governmental agencies or other third parties to enable us to open or
manage your Wallet Account or to prevent or detect crime. You agree to the use of your
personal information by us in this manner.
11. Disputes
(a) Any disputes regarding billing or any Transaction(s) conducted using the Service must
be notified to the Call Centre within two (2) months from the date of such
transaction(s). You shall furnish us with all necessary supporting documents. If we do
not receive written notice within two (2) months, you are deemed to have agreed that
the bills and Transactions are accurate and you will have to pay the amount as
billed for using the Service. If there is a dispute regarding the amount in any bill, you
will promptly pay any outstanding amount which is not in dispute. If the dispute is
resolved in our favour, you will pay the disputed amount immediately, plus interest on
any late payment, any legal costs and collection expenses incurred by us.
(b) You agree and consent to the disclosure and release by us of any information in our
possession relating to you, particulars of transaction(s) or any designated account
relating to the Transaction(s) for the purpose of investigating any claim or dispute
arising out of or in connection with the Transaction(s) relating to the Service. Your
consent shall survive the termination of the Service.
(c) You agree that in the event of a dispute or claim of any nature arising in respect of any
transaction, the records of the transaction(s) available from us will be used as a
reference and shall be the sole basis for settling such dispute or claim.
(d) All disputes arising under this Agreement will be settled by us within seven days with
your cooperation.
12. Fees and Charges
(a) You will pay prevailing fees and charges relating to Transactions carried out using the

Service. The applicable fees and charges shall be based on our prevailing rates as
set forth on the Website at www.Ooredoo.mv, will be available from any Ooredoo Outlet
or published from time to time in the media. We will notify you of any applicable rates,
charges and fees and changes in our charges and rates prior
introducing such fees and charges.
(b) Charges will be automatically deducted from your Wallet Account at the time any
Transactions are carried out.
(c) You can see recent activity in your Wallet Account by requesting this information from
the Call Centre or any Ooredoo Outlet or via USSD/App.
13. Fraudulent Use or Lost or Stolen Equipment
(a) You will not tamper or allow anyone to tamper with your Equipment or the Service.
(b) You must immediately notify the Call Centre and report to the Police any loss, fraud,
suspected fraud, dishonest use or theft of your Equipment or illegal use of your Wallet
Account. You will be liable for all charges incurred in relation to the lost or stolen
Equipment or fraudulent use of the Service until we receive notification from you or
disconnection of the Service.
(c) Notwithstanding the above, we may reject payment in respect of any Transaction if the
Service is suspected to have been fraudulently used or tampered with.
(d) Ooredoo may enforce a change in your mPIN, if checks that we carry out to determine
your identity or account registration at any time suggest your Wallet Account has been
compromised. We shall not be liable for any loss or damage suffered, if any, by you as
a result of any of the circumstances described in this Clause 13.
14. Termination and Suspension
(a) We may immediately terminate, suspend or impose conditions or restrictions on you
in respect of the use of the Service or change the procedures or mode of operation of
the Service without giving any reason or notice.
(b) You may request us to end this Agreement or terminate the Service by contacting the
Call Centre at any time. The Service will be assumed to be terminated on receipt of
your notification to us.
(c) Notwithstanding Clause 14(a), we reserve the right at any time, to immediately
suspend or terminate your use of the Service for any reason, including but not limited
to, the following circumstances:
(i) If in our opinion, you have indulged in any dishonest, fraudulent, illegal or criminal
conduct or misrepresentation relating to the Service.
(ii) You are in breach of any of the provisions of this Agreement or have engaged in any
conduct prejudicial to us.
(iii) You have submitted false documents or have declared false information during your
application for the Service.
(iv) Your SIM card is no longer operational or is cancelled.
(v) We cannot provide the Service to you. We will make reasonable efforts to inform you
that we have terminated this Agreement.
(d) MMA regulations will apply to any funds left in your Wallet Account after this
Agreement has ended.
(e) Subject to this Agreement, termination of the Service will result in automatic closure of
your Wallet Account.
(f) Unless this Agreement is terminated for suspected illegal activity, subject to any
applicable MMA regulations, you will be entitled to recover any E-money left in your
Account on termination by presenting your valid identification papers at any Ooredoo
Outlet.
(g) This Agreement may be terminated due to Force Majeure as set forth in Clause 18.
15. Consequences of Termination or Suspension
(a) Upon termination of the Service, the remaining amount in the Available Balance will be
refunded to you after the deduction of administration fees and charges specified by
Ooredoo within one month from the date of Ooredoo’s acceptance of your termination
of the Service.
(b) Upon suspension, we may reconnect the Service subject to a reconnection fee and the
payment of all outstanding amounts due to us or any other amounts as required by us
for reconnection of the Service.
(c) The provisions of this Clause 15 are without prejudice to any of our other rights and
remedies under this Agreement or applicable law.
(d) If you have E-money left in your Wallet Account for ten years “or as advised by MMA”
following termination of this Agreement, and we have not been able to return this
amount to you, we will transfer it to the relevant authorities in Maldives.
(e) If your Wallet Account becomes inactive due to a suspension of your SIM card, you may
reactivate your Wallet Account within six months of the suspension.
(f) If a SIM card for any Wallet Account is inactive for a continuous period of one year, the
funds held in such Wallet Account will be transferred to a sub-pool account by MIB
acting on Ooredoo’s instructions and you may reactivate your Wallet Account after we
determine your eligibility status to use the Service, otherwise you will be entitled to
retrieve the value of your E-money at any time or the funds will be
disposed of in the manner set forth in Clause 15(d).
16. Amendment of this Agreement
16.1 Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, we reserve the right to amend this
Agreement. We shall give you 7 days’ notice of such proposed amendment by notice
on our Website or through the media. After such 7-day period, the amendments will be
deemed notified and fully effective.
17. Compliance
17.1 You agree that you will comply with this Agreement and other documents
provided to you in relation to the Service. We shall not be liable to you for any
costs, loss or damage (whether direct or indirect), or for loss of revenue, loss of profits
or any consequential loss whatsoever as a result of your using the Service or for any
other reason.
18. Force Majeure
18.1 We may not be able to perform our obligations under this Agreement due to events
beyond our reasonable control including Force Majeure. If Force Majeure continues for
more than one (1) month, we shall be entitled to terminate this Agreement.
19. Governing Law and Dispute Resolution
(a) This Agreement will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of
Maldives. You irrevocably and unconditionally submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the
Maldivian courts for all purposes in relation to this Agreement.
(b) This Agreement will be translated into Dhivehi. In the event of any inconsistency
between the English and the Dhivehi versions, the English version shall prevail over the
Dhivehi version.
20. Severability
20.1 If any of the provisions of this Agreement is deemed to be invalid, illegal or
unenforceable under any applicable law, the legality and enforceability of the remaining
provisions of this Agreement shall not be affected or impaired in any way and such
invalid, illegal or unenforceable provision shall be deemed deleted.
21. Miscellaneous
(a) You can contact us at any time by calling the Call Centre or you may visit the Website
for additional information relating to the Service.
(b) We may contact you by text or call you during any reasonable day or hour.
(c) You agree that we can process instructions given to us by you by phone without written
confirmation. In such case we will carry out security and identity checks by asking you
certain questions. You agree if these questions are answered correctly we may change
the Wallet Account or give out your Wallet Account Holder Information.
(d) We may monitor and record how you use the Service for our internal purposes and for
preventing and detecting crime.
22. Location of Customer Records
21.1 Customer records relating to the Wallet Management System and our transactional
platform will be held in a Secured Data centre.
23. MNP Specific Terms & Conditions
23.1 In addition to the above conditions that are applicable for Mobile Number Portability
Services (MNP), the following specific conditions shall apply to MNP specifically;
(a) The mobile number should be registered on the name of the Customer who initiates
the request. Where the Customer is unable to visit an Ooredoo Outlet, the Customer’s
chosen representative shall a consent letter of the Customer, and a copy of the
Customer’s ID Card.
(b) You must continue to remain on Ooredoo network provider for a minimum period of 90
(ninety) days from the date of acceptable of the request.
(c) Customer should clear all defaulting payments on the Mobile Number.
(d) Ooredoo shall charge a Porting Fee from the Customer. This fee is non-refundable.
(e) Number shall be “Active” at the time a request for Porting is made.
(f) Number shall NOT be under ‘voluntary suspension’ / ‘dunning’ / ‘barring’/ suspend /
disabled at the time of Porting

